Virtual surgical planning and 3D printing in prosthetic orbital reconstruction with percutaneous implants: a technical case report
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Abstract: Osseointegrated titanium implants to the cranial skeleton for retention of facial prostheses have proven to be a reliable replacement for adhesive systems. However, improper placement of the implants can jeopardize prosthetic outcomes, and long-term success of an implant-retained prosthesis. Three-dimensional (3D) computer imaging, virtual planning, and 3D printing have become accepted components of the preoperative planning and design phase of treatment. Computer-aided design and computer-assisted manufacture that employ cone-beam computed tomography data offer benefits to patient treatment by contributing to greater predictability and improved treatment efficiencies with more reliable outcomes in surgical and prosthetic reconstruction. 3D printing enables transfer of the virtual surgical plan to the operating room by fabrication of surgical guides. Previous studies have shown that accuracy improves considerably with guided implantation when compared to conventional template or freehand implant placement. This clinical case report demonstrates the use of a 3D technological pathway for preoperative virtual planning through prosthesis fabrication, utilizing 3D printing, for a patient with an acquired orbital defect that was restored with an implant-retained silicone orbital prosthesis.
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Introduction

Percutaneous, osseointegrated, titanium implants in the cranial skeleton have demonstrated reliability for retention of facial prosthesis as an alternative to adhesive systems. Titanium implants are driven into bone, allowed to heal, and subsequently exposed through the skin to form secure anchorage for prosthetic retention.1,2 The successful aesthetic outcome of prosthetic rehabilitation relies upon precise and proper placement of implants in viable bone.3,4

The adoption of three-dimensional (3D) technologies has broadened the possibilities for surgical planning to ensure improved outcomes in craniofacial reconstruction.5 Virtual surgical planning (VSP), cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT), computer-aided design (CAD), and computer-assisted manufacture (CAM) have enabled improved and more precise planning to determine the necessary dimensions, positions, and angulations of implants.6,7 Virtually planned surgery can be executed efficiently by transfer of the plan to the operating theater by either navigation systems or the fabrication of surgical guides by 3D printing.8,9 Previous studies have shown that accuracy is considerably improved with guided implantation when compared to conventional template or freehand implant placement.
When employed, the materials and 3D printing process chosen for the fabrication of the surgical guide must produce a guide that is accurate, durable, and able to withstand sterilization. With their increased popularity, 3D printing technologies continue to improve in accuracy, material selection, faster printing times, and lower costs. Significant advances have been recently made toward this end; BioCell printing allows the manufacturing of 3D biodegradable and magnetic composite scaffolds made of poly(ε-caprolactone) and reinforced with iron-doped hydroxyapatite nanoparticles to improve bone tissue regeneration. This clinical case report demonstrates the application of 3D technologies for prosthetic rehabilitation of a patient with an orbital defect based upon virtually planned implant surgery, use of 3D-printed surgical guides, and CAM of a prosthetic prototype.

Methods
Clinical report
A 48-year-old woman with a right orbital defect who underwent exenteration and cranioplasty for fibromyosarcoma with a history of wearing an adhesive-retained orbital prosthesis was treated with surgical placement of implants in the right orbit, followed by fabrication of a custom, magnet-retained right oculo-orbital silicone prosthesis (Figure 1). Written informed consent was received by the patient for use and publication of these figures.

Data acquisition
CBCT scan data was captured for VSP (iCAT scanner, Next Generation 17-19, Imaging Sciences International, Hatfield, PA, USA). The scan was captured in 17.9 seconds with extended field of view (23 cm diameter and 17 cm height). The voxel size measured $0.3 \times 0.3 \times 0.3$ mm. The CBCT data files (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine format) were imported and segmented to create the patient-specific virtual model that would be used for planning (Mimics Innovation Suite, Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).

Virtual implant planning
The *.stl files of the patient’s bony anatomy and unaffected soft tissue orbit were generated. The soft tissue orbit, representing the future restoration was copied, mirrored, and positioned to simulate the best aesthetics for optimal symmetry. Based upon the planned restoration, implant positions were determined. Six CAD-generated virtual implants were positioned along the bony orbit according to surgical convention and prosthetic design considerations. The six implants were virtually placed in the 3D viewing window, perpendicular to the bone surface at the 1:00, 7:00, 8:00, 10:00, 11:00, and 12:00 o’clock positions per standard protocol (Mimics, Materialise). The coronal, axial, and sagittal views (Figure 2) were used to evaluate the available bone at the selected locations, and implant positions were adjusted as needed, taking into account the prosthetic design requirements. Angulation, length, and diameter were assessed to remain within the plane of the orbital rim for optimal prosthetic treatment.

Surgical guide design
The surgical guides were virtually designed and *.stl files were generated for printing (Mimics). The surgical guide was designed to be 3 mm thick and to incorporate areas of anatomical detail that would assist with positive registration on the bone surface. Five millimeter high access holes were designed at the implant sites to guide drilling for proper angulation. Boolean subtraction was used to define the access holes for drill guidance. A Boolean operation was also used to create the bone fitting surface of the guide (Figure 3). The final design was then exported as an *.stl file for printing.

Surgical guide manufacture
The surgical guide was printed on an uPrint SE Plus 3D Printer (Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) with a layer thickness of 0.253 mm in acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic. Supporting structures were dissolved with the WaveWash support cleaning system (Stratasys).

Patient’s skull reference model
To serve as a reference for the fit of the surgical guide, a 3D model of the patient’s partial skull was printed from the *.stl data of the patient’s skeletal anatomy (ZPrinter® 310 Plus [Z Corp, Cambridge, MA, USA]). The model was printed with a layer thickness of 0.102 mm in high-performance...
composite powder and binder to solidify the layers. The printed model was infiltrated with cyanoacrylate to seal the surface area and provide strength.

Evaluation: fitting test and simulation
The surgical guide was test fitted on the 3D-printed model of the patient’s anatomy to ensure a precise fit in the area for surgical placement of the implants (Figure 3). The locations of the drilling sites were assessed by clinicians to ensure that they adequately represented the surgical plan before proceeding to surgery. The surgical guide and partial skull were then sterilized for surgery (Sterrad® NX® System, ASP, Irvine, CA, USA).

Stage 1 surgery – orbital implant
With subperiosteal exposure of the orbital bone, the surgical guide was seated directly onto the orbital rim without the need for external fixation (Figure 4). The implant positions of 7:00, 8:00, 10:00, 11:00, and 12:00 o’clock positions were determined to be optimal. A marking drill was used to mark the position and angulation of each implant through the access holes of the surgical guide. Four 3 mm (3.75 mm diameter) and one 4 mm long craniofacial implants (Vistafix® Prior Generation, Cochlear™, Sydney, NSW, Australia) were placed in the designated implant locations. Cover screws were placed and the surgical site was closed in customary fashion.

Stage 2 surgery – abutment connection and orbital prosthesis fabrication
A second surgery was performed 3.5 months later for abutment connection. Three implants were connected at the 8:00, 11:00, and 12:00 o’clock positions, and 7.5 mm healing abutments were attached (Cochlear; Figure 4). The 7:00 and 10:00 o’clock positions were left as “sleeper” implants. Following healing, the definitive prosthesis was fabricated based upon a replica prototype printed from the virtual surgical plan. The prosthesis was finished in customary fashion and fitted with optimal prosthetic outcomes and patient satisfaction (Figure 1).

Results
The five implants that were placed in the orbital bone successfully osseointegrated. The three implants that were
connected with percutaneous abutments were stably connected and torqued to 20 NcM. Minimagnacap keepers (Minimagnacap S-Range, prior generation Vistafix) were easily connected to the abutments for prosthetic retention. Periabutment tissue healed well and remained stable without incident. The patient was easily able to place and remove the orbital prosthesis with magnet retention, and reported reliable retention.

**Discussion**

Computer-assisted technologies and 3D printing have become an accepted standard of care for preoperative planning and prosthesis design. 3D modeling and simulation software allows virtual reconstruction of the craniofacial structure and enables simulation of the surgical procedure to plan an optimal postoperative result. Modeling and simulation software provides clinicians the ability to work interactively with patient-specific virtual models to simulate surgical procedures and improve the planning process. The fabrication of the custom-fitting surgical guide serves as the “bridge” between virtual implant planning and surgery.

In the present study, the surgical guide was fabricated and assessed by clinicians on a 3D-printed model of the patient’s skeletal anatomy. The guide when placed on the intended anatomical site resisted movement, indicating a precise fit between the guide and the bone surface. No distortion problems were experienced with sterilization (Sterrad NX), or with usage of the guide intraoperatively. The guide reduced the time spent in the operating room and enabled the surgery to be performed with greater accuracy, contributing to the optimal outcome for the patient. We believe the time and cost investment for planning and guide production compared favorably, justifying this preoperative approach given the described benefits. A more detailed time and cost comparison would yield improved understanding of the overall cost-effectiveness of the use of surgical guides in craniofacial surgeries.

A 3 mm thick guide proved sufficiently durable for this case. Design improvements related to the bone fitting surface area could be identified and will be taken into consideration for future guide design. The surgical team considered the use of 3D virtual planning and printing technologies to offer the benefits of improved time and procedural efficiency in the OR with a more predictable postoperative and prosthetic outcome for this patient.
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